BAOBAB
MARKETING

Bespoke marketing solutions for businesses of all sizes.

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk

WE ARE A CREATIVE AND PERSONABLE
MARKETING AGENCY THAT IS
PASSIONATE ABOUT SERVICE DELIVERY
WITHOUT ‘FINANCIAL EXPLOITATION’.

WHO WE ARE
Baobab Marketing specialises
in bespoke marketing solutions
for businesses of all sizes.

Our creative and personable agency will

As a full service agency, we offer a range of

help your business develop a strong

marketing services that are tailored to meet

brand, that is guided by a powerful and

the needs of your business. We can become

measurable marketing strategy. We will

your entire marketing department, or we can

leverage the power of digital marketing to

act as a ‘bolt-on’ service that only provides

accelerate your brand and by including a

support in areas that requires expertise.

mix of more traditional marketing methods,
we will help your business flourish.

We are a creative bunch, that will deliver
fresh and innovative campaigns, which will
revolutionise your current marketing plan.

“

It doesn’t matter if you are a small or big
company, Caron from Baobab Marketing will
take you under her wing and give you the
same amount of time, dedication and energy!
COUNTRY HOME SHUTTERS
Harrogate

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk
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SERVICES
Baobab Marketing is a full
service marketing agency,
that uses a team of associated
freelance professionals to
deliver affordable marketing
solutions.
By using this ‘independent model’, our clients
benefit from the services of a dedicated
Account Manager, who will ensure that both

MARKETING
STRATEGY

WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT

CLIENT
TARGETING

Designing a strategic framework
to increase sales and elevate
brands, ultimately resulting in
business growth.

Developing responsive
websites, that are built with
SEO, optimization and security in
mind.

Growing your business by
forging the right introductions.

SOCIAL
MEDIA

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

PHOTOGRAPHY

Increasing brand presence to
encourage and establish
significant client connections.

Designing creative and effective
graphic solutions that help
communicate with confidence,
purpose and personality.

Drawing the right attention
through perfectly captured
imagery.

VIDEOGRAPHY

EVENT
MANAGEMENT

ADVERTISING
TRAILER HIRE

Producing professional, relevant
and compelling video content
that raises brand awareness and
drives action.

Arranging, promoting and
managing events, exhibitions
and conferences from
conception through to delivery.

Market your business in high
traffic areas, with our advertising
trailers. The perfect cost-effective
advertising solution.

targets and deadlines are met, whilst having
the surety that each marketing project is being
delivered by a professional within their field.
By keeping our overheads low, we are able to
keep our prices affordable, which makes us a
viable option for businesses of all sizes, especially
startups and other small businesses.
We are a dedicated team, that takes pride in every
output we deliver, always going that extra mile to
keep our clients happy.
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MARKETING STRATEGY
Designing a strategic
framework to increase
sales and elevate brands.

For marketing to be successful, all activities should

In our marketing session, we will:

form part of a bigger strategy. A good marketing

• Identify new marketing opportunities

strategy gives businesses a competitive advantage,
it ensures that resources are used optimally and
that all efforts are aimed to a specific target audience.
It’s also important for all marketing activities to have
a budget and clearly defined objectives, so that all
activities can be measured.
We offer marketing strategy sessions that are
suitable for businesses of all sizes. For startups
and smaller businesses, we recommend a 3 hour
strategy session and for larger organisations, we
suggest an 8 hour session, held over either one or
two days.

• Offer social media training and tips on how
to strategise your business posts (including
the use of groups, hashtags and affiliate
connections – teaching your team how to
use each of the platforms effectively)
• Look at your social media accounts to ensure
that they are set up properly and have good SEO
• Assist with client targeting (A close look at your 		
target markets and how to approach them)
• Conduct a marketing collateral audit
• Identify opportunities for brand exposure and
potential publicity

We will look at your business’s:
• Market positioning
• Social media use
• Website efficiency
• Current marketing activities

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk
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WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
Building quality websites that
offer superior functionality and
exceptional first impressions.

We build professional, fully optimized websites

project an exceptional first impression.

that are SEO and user-friendly. Websites that

It’s important for your new website to match

not only expose your business to the online

your business’s identity, so you can be assured

world, but that aim to send many potential

that we will adhere to any brand guidelines

customers your way.

provided, whilst still applying some artistic flair

Whether your business requires a Brochure
website, an E-commerce website (which takes
payments securely for products/services), or
a more complex website service, we can help
set you up.
Our websites are built to be fully optimized
and offer superior functionality, so no matter
what device your viewers are using, you can be
assured that your website will look good and

“

create the brand that will best represent your
business.
All our websites are built with SEO, optimization
and security in mind. We will install and
configure the necessary plugins and files to
best protect your website and get you started
on rising up the search engine ranks.

calmed my wobbles when I was unsure of which direction to take and suggested practical solutions
when I was in dire need of help, whilst also supporting the core foundation of my brand. She made
sure I was GDPR compliant and cohesively ordered my site, complete with spanking new order form.

www.bunsoffun.co.uk

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk

incorporate our graphic design service, to

I can absolutely recommend Baobab Marketing for their help in making my new website. Caron

BUNS OF FUN
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and if you are a new business, we will

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk
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CLIENT TARGETING

ADVERTISING TRAILERS

Growing your business
by forging the right
introductions.

Do you want to do some ‘in-your-face’
advertising that will maximise your
business’s exposure?

Client Targeting is a wonderful way for B2B

Market your business in high traffic areas with our A-frame advertising

businesses to grow rapidly. With the digital

trailers. Trailer advertising is an effective and affordable means to

landscape becoming so competitive and

market your business. This out-of-home form of advertising will get

resources often being limited, we encourage

your message directly in front of your target audience, offering you

businesses to rethink ‘blanket marketing’

the golden opportunity to do some creative and impactful advertising.

strategies.
We believe that the most successful marketing

and hired directly to the client for an agreed length of time. There is

approach a business could adopt, is to initiate

no fixed location, so you can place your message exactly where you

direct contact with their targeted clients and our

need it - as long as you have your permissions in place. There is also

Client Targeting Service does exactly this.

no minimum hire period, which makes it ideal for marketing events

By working closely with your team, we initiate

and special offers.

introductions that would result in new business
and increased sales.
Our tailored approach to the delivery of such a
campaign is completely bespoke and built around
the needs of your business.
Give us your client wish list and we’ll forge the
introductions your business needs.
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Our trailers which come in two sizes, are designed and wrapped

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk

SOCIAL MEDIA
Increasing brand presence
to encourage and establish
significant connections.

For social media to be effective, businesses need
to provide regular and interesting communications
to a targeted audience. Many businesses don’t
understand the difference between being able to
‘use social media’ and how to ‘use social media
strategically for business’. There is an enormous
difference and if managed properly, it can be a
fantastic way to for businesses to:
• Build brand awareness
• Increase visibility
• Establish good business relationships with
their targeted audience
• Communicate with potential customers
Social media can be a powerful tool that’s worth
investing in.
We offer a full social media management service
and we’d love to work with your business. We’ll help
you plan and manage your communications strategy
and we’ll generate interesting content and striking
imagery – content that will promote your business
and draw the attention of potential customers.

The best way to identify if your business needs
external social media support is to answer these
simple questions.
• Have you properly identified your social media 		
target audience?
• Do you follow an active monthly social media 		
strategy?
• Do you spend time planning and creating
content that is different and interesting?
• Are you using your social media platforms to
their full potential?
If you’ve answered NO to any of these questions,
perhaps it’s something to consider.
We also offer 1:1 social media training. Training that
will help your team use social media strategically
and to it’s full potential.

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk
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GRAPHIC DESIGN
Designing creative and
effective graphics solutions
that help communicate with
confidence, purpose and
personality.
If you need something designed, you’ve come to
the right place. We design everything from logos
to multi-page brochures for businesses of all sizes
and our design service is suitable for all forms of
print and digital marketing materials.
We create brands, build brands and thrive on
creating effective design solutions, that help
communicate with confidence, purpose and
personality.
We love collaborating and consulting with our
clients, because by working as a team, we ensure
that everything that is produced is unique,
engaging and pleasing for our clients. Our
professional graphic design and illustration
service is fast, affordable and no brief is too big
or too small.
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Case Study: Agora Architects is a Norfolk based Architectural
practice, that requested a full rebrand. As part of the rebrand,
the business divided it’s services into two main divisions, and
therefore required separate branding; one that represented their
large-scale project designs and the other for their bespoke
home extension division. We also produced a bespoke pattern,
which is now used on a variety of their marketing collateral.

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Drawing the right attention
through perfectly captured
imagery.
We offer a broad range of creative photography,
specialising in property, business portraits,
commercial, product and food photography.
We have full day and half day rates and are
willing to travel nationally.

Property
Commercial
Event
Food & Drink
Product
Business Portraits
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VIDEOGRAPHY
Producing professional relevant
and compelling video content
that raises brand awareness and
drives action.
We specialise in producing cost effective,
High Definition, short films such as instruction
videos, interviews and short clips for social
media. We use professional lighting and sound;
and all our films are edited and captioned to
your requirements. We also offer an event
videography service and are willing to travel
nationally to assist you.

Case Study: We produced a film for our client Konectbus, which raised
awareness about their new Chatty Bus service; a dedicated bus service
that brought people together, with the aim of reducing social isolation
and loneliness. The film was featured in local press and they received an
impressive amount of publicity around the campaign. Baobab Marketing
also produced all the promotional material for the campaign.

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk
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EVENT MANAGEMENT
Arranging, promoting and
managing events, exhibitions
and conferences from
conception through to
delivery.
We have excellent experience with large-scale
events, such as music festivals, corporate awards,
medical functions, golf days and charity events.
Our attention to detail and our around-the-clock
efforts will ensure that your function is nothing
short of a success.
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TESTIMONIALS

“

In the 20 years of working with multiple
industry services, we have not found anyone
more professional or efficient in their sector.
From the initial meeting, Caron clearly

“

Caron and the team at Baobab Marketing
have been amazing in providing the most
creative and captivating campaign material
for Konectbus, especially the launch

“

Baobab Marketing goes over and above
expectations, truly taking the time to get to
know the values of the business and how to
promote it! Their outstanding work to assist

understood our brief for a complete rebrand

video for our Chatty Bus. We can’t thank

with our social marketing, creating fantastic

of our company. Within a few weeks, her

them enough for bringing our ideas to life.

infographics and videography (InTah.co.uk),

team produced a complete package which

not only helped us to win FIRST place in

we were happy to take to the next level.

Crowdfunder’s #BringIt2020 competition,

Often marketing companies charge

but they prepared our company to launch

excessive fees and then expect the

several large scale opportunities! I highly

creativeness to be provided to them.
Baobab Marketing excelled at providing
us with creative ideas, and they were
proactive when it came to having everything
put together and managing our social media.
As a busy architectural practice time is

“

The Baobab Marketing team has taken

recommend Baobab Marketing!

every brief we have given them and turned
it into the most uplifting and wonderful
campaign material, bringing a modern look
to Bus publicity.

limited, therefore we rely heavily on these
services being performed with accuracy.
They were also very reasonably priced, and
we have since used their services in some of
our other companies.

www.baobabmarketing.co.uk
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BAOBAB
MARKETING

Bespoke marketing solutions for businesses of all sizes.
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Marketing Strategy

Photography

info@baobabmarketing.co.uk

Website Development

Videography

Strategic Client Targeting

Event Management

Social Media

Communications

Graphic Design

Advertising Trailer Hire

Social icon

Rounded square
Only use blue and/or white.
For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

